
The California Supreme Court held that the state’s tax code provides the exclusive 

remedy for a dispute over the applicability of the state sales tax to retail transactions, 

and thus a class of plaintiffs was precluded from seeking a refund from Target, Inc. 

for erroneously collected sales taxes on takeout coffee sales. The plaintiffs alleged 

that by representing to its customers that sales tax was collected on coffee sales, 

Target violated California’s Unfair Competition Law (UCL) and Consumers Legal 

Remedies Act (CLRA). The plaintiffs asked the court to hold that “a retailer can’t lie 

to a customer.” The Supreme Court refused to do so, noting that “the clear basis 

of plaintiffs’ action—that Target represented that it properly was charging and in 

fact charged sales tax reimbursement on a sale that plaintiffs believe the tax code 

exempted from taxation—requires resolution of a sales tax law question[.]” The court 

held that the issue of taxability is first committed to the State Board of Equalization: 

the tax code contemplates a method by which the taxability of a sale may be 

challenged and determined through an audit or deficiency made by the Board, 

or through a taxpayer’s refund claim before the Board, followed by judicial review of the Board’s decision. Thus, the court 

concluded a cause of action under the UCL or CLRA cannot be reconciled with the mechanisms of the state’s tax code. Further, 

the consumer protection statutes under which plaintiffs brought their action could not be employed to avoid the limitations 

and procedures set out by the tax code because if permitted to do so, the primary decision-making role vested in the Board 

by the tax code would be usurped. Keep in mind that retailers in California bear the incidence of the sales tax. Retailers remit 

tax to the Board based on gross sales, but they do not collect sales tax from purchasers. Instead, retailers have the option of 

seeking sales tax reimbursement from their customers. Thus, retailers—not consumers—are the taxpayers under California 

sales tax law, and only taxpayers may seek refunds or otherwise challenge the taxability of a particular sale. Loeffler v. Target 

Corporation, Docket No. S173972 (Cal., May 1, 2014).
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Meet Sherman, Flash and Olsen, a loving trio of pups belonging to Kristina Newton from Hewlett-Packard. Sherman is a four-

year-old Lab mix who aspires to become a therapy dog—he recently finished his first training course (way to go, Sherman!). 

Sherman also may be mom’s favorite, but don’t tell the others! Flash is a six-year-old Basset Hound who enjoys napping and 

watching Texas A&M Aggie football (really!). And last but not least, Olsen, a three-year-old Rat Terrier, enjoys chasing his laser 

pointer (and thanks Sutherland for the toy!). All three are rescue dogs and call Brenham, Texas home. As we approach the dog 

days of summer, the Newtons are ready to beat the Texas heat in their stylish shades!

SALT PeT(s) OF THe MONTH
Sherman, Flash and Olsen

SALT Pet of the Month: It’s Your Turn!!
In response to many requests, the Sutherland SALT practice invites you to submit your pet (or pets) as candidates for SALT Pet of the Month. Please send 
us a short description of why your pet is worthy of such an honor, along with a picture or two. Submissions should be directed to Katie Schrack at katie.
schrack@sutherland.com.

The Indiana Department of Revenue determined that an audit 
correctly required a distribution and manufacturing subsidiary of 
a tobacco company to file a combined return with its corporate 
affiliates. The Audit Division concluded that the subsidiary’s 
income, as reported, did not fairly reflect its Indiana source 
income because of the financial effects of a $700 million inter 
divisional loan between the tobacco company and the tobacco 
company’s U.S. affiliates. The subsidiary paid 100% of all interest 
costs on the loan, but certain loan proceeds flowed to other 
subsidiaries that were not required to repay any portion of the 
loan. The Department determined that the Audit Division was 
justified in requiring the subsidiary and its corporate affiliates 

to file a combined return because of the distortive effects of the 
loan. On audit, the subsidiary did not present an alternative to 
combination. The subsidiary did, however, subsequently present 
an alternative methodology to the Department. The Department 
acknowledged its statutory responsibility to fully explore reporting 
alternatives before requiring a combined return and requested the 
Audit Division to review the subsidiary’s alternative methodology 
to determine whether it fully addressed the Audit Division’s original 
concerns. Ind. Dep’t of Revenue, Letter of Findings No. 02-
20130427 (Apr. 30, 2014).

Indiana Determines Combination Is Justified, But Alternative Methodology 
Must Be Considered

By Ted Friedman and Andrew Appleby
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The Indiana Department of State Revenue determined that a 
corporation that entered into a factoring arrangement with its 
parent did not have nexus for Indiana Financial Institutions Tax 
(FIT) purposes. The out-of-state corporation purchased accounts 
receivable from its parent and, thereafter, was responsible for 
servicing those accounts. The parent had nexus with Indiana, 
but the out-of-state subsidiary contended it did not have nexus 
and had never conducted the business of a financial institution in 
Indiana. According to Indiana regulations, a corporation is deemed 
to be conducting the business of a financial institution and is 
subject to the FIT if 80% or more of its gross income during the 
taxable year is derived from extending credit, leasing that is the 
economic equivalent of extending credit, or credit card operations. 
The Department concluded that purchasing and collecting 
on accounts receivable, which involves routine payment for a 
purchase within an established period of time, is not the same as 
extending credit or purchasing loans, which involve the return of 
money or property with or without interest. Accordingly, the out-of-
state corporation was not conducting the business of a financial 
institution and thus was not subject to Indiana’s FIT. Ind. Dep’t of 
Revenue, Letter of Findings No. 18-20130319 (Apr. 30, 2014).
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All a Loan? Factoring Arrangement 
Does Not Create Nexus with Indiana

By Zachary Atkins and Timothy Gustafson
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Louisiana Supreme Court: Department of Revenue Cannot Ignore SMLLC’s Separate Existence
By Zachary Atkins and Pilar Mata

The Louisiana Supreme Court rejected the Louisiana Department 
of Revenue’s attempt to look through a foreign single member 
limited liability company (SMLLC) and assess its owner for 
unpaid sales tax. The owner, a resident of Louisiana, formed the 
SMLLC under the laws of Montana and caused it to purchase a 
recreational vehicle (RV) from a Louisiana dealer. As the court 
noted in its opinion, Montana LLCs are commonly used to avoid 
paying sales tax on RVs because Montana is the only state that 
does not impose a sales tax on the purchase of such vehicles 
by residents. The fact that the owner formed the SMLLC solely 
to avoid paying tax was undisputed, but the court held that the 
Department could not ignore the SMLLC’s separate existence 
and assess the owner for unpaid sales tax. The Montana SMLLC 
was validly formed, and the bill of sale, certificate of title and 
purchase agreement for the RV indicated that the SMLLC was 
the buyer. Therefore, as explained by the court, the Department 
should have assessed the SMLLC if it believed sales tax was due. 
The court dismissed the Department’s argument that it should 
be permitted to pierce the veil of the SMLLC, noting that the 
Department raised this argument only after the owner challenged 
the assessment. Furthermore, Louisiana law provides that the 
personal liability of members of a limited liability company is 

governed by the law of the state of organization—in this case 
Montana—and the Department never applied Montana law in 
deciding whether the SMLLC’s veil could be pierced. The court 
also rejected the Department’s assertion that the SMLLC’s veil 
could have been pierced on the grounds of fraud, holding that the 
Department presented no evidence of fraud, that tax avoidance 
(as distinguished from tax evasion) is not tantamount to fraud, 
and that “[a] finding that the formation of an LLC solely for tax 
avoidance and not for any ‘legitimate’ purpose constitutes fraud 
would have destabilizing implications for Louisiana law.” Thomas 
v. Bridges, No. 2013-C-1855, 2014 WL 1800076 (La. May 7, 
2014). 

Although the Thomas case arose in the context of a sales tax 
assessment, the emphasis on separate legal entity status is 
consistent with the Louisiana Court of Appeals’ decision in 
UTELCOM, Inc. v. Bridges, 77 So.3d 39 (La. Ct. App. 2011), cert. 
denied, 83 So.3d 1046 (La. 2012), which held that a corporation’s 
passive ownership interest in a limited partnership doing business 
in Louisiana will not, in and of itself, subject the corporation to the 
Louisiana corporate franchise tax.
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The Maine Board of Tax Appeals determined that a non-itemized 
installation charge was subject to the service provider tax 
(SPT) when a portion of the charge included the installation of 
telecommunications equipment. The taxpayer, an Internet service 
provider, invoiced customers a single “installation charge” for 
various services, which included connecting a wireless radio to 
the customer’s router with an Ethernet cable. According to Maine 
statutory provisions, the “installation, maintenance or repair of 
telecommunications equipment” is a service subject to the SPT. 
Given that telecommunications equipment is statutorily defined to 

include all transmission media that are used or capable of being 
used in the provision of two-way interactive communications, 
the board determined that the taxpayer was providing a taxable 
service. The board also rejected the taxpayer’s argument that the 
assessment was overstated because it was based on the value of 
both taxable and nontaxable services. Because the taxpayer did 
not separately state charges for nontaxable services on the invoice, 
the board concluded that it had failed to carry its burden of proof. 
[Corporate Taxpayer] v. Maine Revenue Servs., Docket No. BTA-
2013-11 (Me. Bd. Tax App. May 2, 2014).
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Communication Breakdown: Taxable Service Taints Installation Charge in Maine
By Mary Alexander and Andrew Appleby

Rent-A-Member: Oregon Tax Court Rules Taxpayer Unitary with 
Its Captive Insurance Subsidiary but Not Its Franchising Subsidiary

By Derek Takehara and Pilar Mata

The Magistrate Division of the Oregon Tax Court held that for the 
tax year 2003, (1) Rent-A-Center, a rent-to-own operator, and its 
wholly-owned franchising subsidiary, ColorTyme, were not unitary; 
(2) ColorTyme did not have nexus with Oregon; and (3) Rent-A-
Center and its captive insurance subsidiary, Legacy Insurance 
Co. (Legacy), were unitary. The court began by addressing the 
proper unitary test to be used for the 2003 tax year. By statute, 
Oregon required the presence of three factors to demonstrate a 
sharing or exchange of value: centralized management, centralized 
administrative functions resulting in economies of scale and a 
flow of resources demonstrating functional integration. The court 
rejected the Department’s attempt to retroactively apply 2007 
statutory amendments that would have permitted the finding of 
a unitary business based upon the presence of only one or two 
of these factors, ruling that the Department’s interpretation was 
inconsistent with the legislature’s intent. Thus, with regard to 
Rent-A-Center and ColorTyme, the court held the companies were 
not unitary because they lacked centralized management, even 
though the companies shared corporate officers and directors, 
ColorTyme’s president received Rent-A-Center stock options, and 
Rent-A-Center’s board discussed ColorTyme as part of its growth 
strategy. The court observed that “[a] sharing of corporate officers 
who did not direct or dictate ColorTyme’s operations does not result 
in centralized management” and that ColorTyme controlled its own 
franchising operations and acted as an independent business in 
competition with Rent-A-Center. 

The court next held that ColorTyme did not have nexus with 
Oregon because its activities did not satisfy the state’s “doing 
business” regulation. During 2003, ColorTyme derived franchise 
fees and royalties from seven in-state franchisees, and ColorTyme 
employees visited Oregon for eight days. The court characterized 
ColorTyme’s activities as “sporadic and non-recurring” and held 
they were insufficient to rise to the level of “doing business” in the 
state. Because the court ruled ColorTyme lacked nexus under 
the state’s regulation, it did not undertake a constitutional nexus 
analysis.

Finally, with regard to Rent-A-Center and Legacy, the court held 
the companies were unitary under the three-part statutory test. 
The parties did not dispute that Rent-A-Center and Legacy shared 
centralized management and were functionally integrated, so the 
court only addressed whether centralized administrative functions 
resulting in economies of scale were present. The court reasoned 
that Legacy’s creation to provide insurance for Rent-A-Center’s 
unitary group relieved members of the group from the burden 
of administering the insurance function and created a financial 
benefit for the entire group. In the court’s opinion, this resulted in 
economies of scale sufficient to demonstrate the requisite sharing 
or exchange of value for a finding that Legacy was unitary with the 
Rent-A-Center group. Rent-A-Center, Inc. v. Dep’t of Revenue, No. 
TC-MD 111031D (Or. T.C. May 12, 2014).
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Rumor Has It: IT USA Wins on Decombination at New York Tax Appeals Tribunal
By Sahang-Hee Hahn and Timothy Gustafson

The New york State Tax Appeals Tribunal ruled the New york 
State Department of Taxation and Finance could not decombine 
taxpayers’ New York combined filing group for tax years 2002-
2004. The Tribunal’s ruling upholds the ALJ’s determination that 
there was a sufficient flow of value between entities engaged 
in related lines of businesses and that reimbursements to the 
taxpayers’ parent holding company for key services performed 
on taxpayers’ behalf were made at cost. The taxpayers were 
wholesale/retail distributors that formed part of the U.S. branch 
of an Italian clothing business that sold luxury Italian clothing 
and apparel in New york. The taxpayers’ remaining group 
member, the domestic parent holding company, performed the 
management and related support services necessary for the 
taxpayers’ day-to-day business operations. The parent provided 
these services at cost to its subsidiaries. No intercompany 
agreements memorialized the group’s transactions, and the 
group made and received intercompany payments using a 
common cash management system during the years at issue. 
On these facts, the Tribunal held that the taxpayers could file a 
combined report because the criteria for filing a combined New 
York return were met: the ownership requirement, the unitary 
business requirements, and the “distortion” requirement pursuant 
to Section 211(4)(a)(4) of the New york Tax Law and Section 
6-2.2(a)-(b) of the New york Codes, Rules and Regulations, 
Title 20. Focusing on the latter two criteria, the Tribunal first 
determined that the taxpayers met the standard for a unitary 
business because they were engaged in the same or related 

lines of business: the taxpayers sold Italian clothing, and their 
parent serviced and managed businesses that sold Italian 
clothing. The Tribunal also determined there was a sufficient 
flow of value between and among the three entities to satisfy the 
federal constitutional standard for a unitary business, due to their 
common president, centralized management and administrative 
support, and common cash management system. Regarding the 
“distortion” requirement, the Tribunal found dispositive the fact 
that the parent provided key services to the taxpayers “at cost” 
during the years at issue and held this resulted in distortion. The 
Tribunal also disagreed with the ALJ’s finding that the taxpayers 
had never made payments for management services provided 
by the parent because no actual payments had occurred, holding 
instead that such transactions were deemed “paid for purposes 
of determining distortion” because taxpayers had memorialized 
these transactions among their books and records, consolidated 
financial statements, and pro forma tax returns. The Department 
is not permitted to appeal the Tribunal’s decision. By providing an 
example of taxpayer facts that satisfy the “distortion” requirement, 
this case is relevant for business taxpayers who seek to defend 
their New York combined filing group as well as for those who 
face forced combination by the Department. In the Matter of IT 
USA, Inc., DTA Nos. 823780; 823781 (N.Y. Tax App. Trib. Apr. 16, 
2014).

Texas Comptroller Short Circuits Manufacturing Exemption of Design Evaluation Soft-
ware Purchases

By Stephanie Do and Andrew Appleby

The Texas Comptroller determined that an integrated circuit 
manufacturer’s purchases of software tools used to design and 
test the software code embedded in its semiconductor chips did 
not qualify for the manufacturing exemption for sales and use 
tax purposes. For Texas’s manufacturing exemption, software 
manufacturing begins with software design or code writing, 
and includes software testing and demonstration. The taxpayer 
contended that its purchases of software tools qualified for the 
manufacturing exemption because such tools were used to 
test the functional logic of the software code that was ultimately 

embedded into its semiconductor chips. The Comptroller, 
however, determined that the software code embedded into 
the semiconductor chips functioned as hardware, not software, 
and ruled that the manufacturing exemption for software 
manufacturing was not applicable to the taxpayer’s purchases. 
The Comptroller also determined that the software tools were 
not incorporated into the semiconductor chips and rejected the 
taxpayer’s alternative argument that the software tools were 
exempt as sales for resale. Tex. Comp. Decision 102,151 (Feb. 5, 
2014). 
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June 3, 2014
TeI Atlanta Chapter Meeting
Atlanta, GA
Sutherland SALT on Combined Reporting; Developments; 
New Direction for Indirect Taxes; Best Practices and Ethical 
Dilemmas in Tax Controversy; Shifting Apportionment 
Landscape

June 8-10, 2014
TeI Region VIII Conference
Seattle, WA
Michele Borens and Jeff Friedman on Bring a Knife to a Gun 
Fight and on Cloud Computing

June 8-11, 2014
FTA Annual Meeting
Vinoy Renaissance – St. Petersburg, FL
Todd Lard and Carley Roberts on Whirlwind Review of New 
State Tax Laws
Prentiss Willson on Market Sourcing Issues

June 10, 2014
Los Angeles County Bar Association Tax Section Meeting
Los Angeles, CA
Prentiss Willson on Recent Developments in SALT Litigation 

June 11-12, 2014
The Business Council of New York State Annual Tax 
Conference
Albany Law School – Albany, Ny
Marc Simonetti on New York State Business Tax Reform 

June 12-13, 2014
Georgia Society of CPA’s Federal Tax Conference 
Atlanta, GA 
Maria Todorova on Top SALT Trends in 2014 

June 16-19, 2014
UC Davis Center for State and Local Taxation Summer 
Tax Institute
Davis, CA
Prentiss Willson on Constitutional Limitations on State 
Taxation

July 21-25, 2014
NYU Summer Institute in Taxation: State and Local 
Taxation
Westin New York at Times Square – New York, NY
Carley Roberts on Nexus: Does Due Process Really Have 
Teeth or are the Few Recent Taxpayer Wins a Mere Blip?

August 7-8, 2014
Georgetown Law Advanced State and Local Tax Institute
Washington, DC 
Prentiss Willson on Combined and Consolidated Returns – 
A Worldwide Perspective on the Tax Base 
Jeff Friedman on The Three Great Issues the U.S. Supreme 
Court Has Not Answered: A Panel Discussion with Practical 
Guidance and Best Practices Provided by Practitioner, 
Industry, and Government Representatives 

May 5-9, 2014
TeI Houston State and Local Tax School
Hyatt Regency – Houston, TX
David Pope and Maria Todorova on State Tax Assessments 
and Controversies: The Lay of the Land
Prentiss Willson on Ten Cases to Watch

May 6, 2014
TEI Upstate New York Tax Conference
RIT Inn and Conference Center – Rochester, Ny
Marc Simonetti and Andrew Appleby on Latest and 
Greatest State Tax Litigation

May 14, 2014
TEI Denver Chapter State and Local Taxation Update
Lakewood Country Club – Lakewood, CO
Jeff Friedman and Michele Borens on Apportionment Issues 
and on Information Sharing and Transparency

May 14, 2014
TEI Westchester-Fairfield Chapter Tax Education Day
Giovanni’s – Darien, CT
Marc Simonetti on New york State Tax Reform

May 14, 2014
TEI Nashville Chapter Meeting
Marriott Cool Springs – Franklin, TN
Carley Roberts and Zachary Atkins on Conformity Issues in 
State and Local Taxation

May 14-15, 2014
STARTUP Energy Tax Conference
Chicago, IL
Jeff Friedman and Maria Todorova on Industry-Specific 
Nexus Issues: Does Merely Selling Power/Gas to a Customer 
in the State Create Nexus?; Telecommuting Implications; 
Nexus in Localities; Pros/Cons of Registering; and Best 
Practices for Staying Connected with the Business

May 14-16, 2014
TeleStrategies Communications Taxation 2014
Disney’s Yacht & Beach Club Resorts – Orlando, FL
eric Tresh on An Assessment of Last Year’s Most Significant 
Litigation and Its Impact on Your Balance Sheet
Jessica Kerner on Square Pegs in Round Holes: Tax and 
Regulatory Issues Associated with Non-Traditional Internet 
Protocol Offerings

May 18-22, 2014
COST Intermediate/Advanced Income Tax School
Hilton Dallas Lakes – Grapevine, TX
Todd Lard and Michele Borens on Determining the 
Corporate Income Tax Base

May 18-22, 2014
COST Intermediate/Advanced Sales and Use Tax School
Hilton Dallas Lakes – Grapevine, TX
Jonathan Feldman on Manufacturing/Construction Sales 
and Use Tax Issues

May 28, 2014
TeI Houston Chapter Meeting
Houston, TX
Marc Simonetti and Jeff Friedman on National Litigation 
Update and a Review of Ny Tax Changes 
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